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Abstract

Objectives: To explore systematically the care seeking trajectories of tuberculosis (TB) cases up to four subsequent places of care and to assess the type of services provided at each place.

Methods: TB cases detected actively during 2007-2009 national TB prevalence survey and passively under the routine programme in the same period were interviewed by administering a standardized questionnaire. Care seeking and services provided up to four subsequent points were explored. Care seeking was further explored by categorizing the providers into formal, informal and ‘self care’ groups.

Results: A total of 273 TB cases were included in this study, of which 33 (12%) were detected during the survey and 240 (88%) from the TB registers. Out of the 118 passively detected cases who first sought care from an informal provider, 52 (44.1%) remained in the informal sector at second point of care. Similarly, out of the 52, 17 (32.7%) and out of the 17, 5 (29.4%) remained in the informal sector at the third and fourth subsequent points of care, respectively. All the 33 actively detected cases had ‘self care’ at the first point, and 27 (81.8 %) remained with ‘self care’ up to the fourth point of care. Prescribing drugs (59-99%) was the major type of care provided by the formal and informal care providers at each point and was limited to the non-existent practice of investigation or referrals.

Conclusions: Free TB services are still underutilized by TB cases and informal care givers remained the major care providers for such cases in Bangladesh. In order to improve case detection, it is necessary that the National Tuberculosis Programme immediately takes effective initiatives to engage all types of care providers, particularly informal providers who are the first point of care for the majority of the TB suspects.


Introduction

Bangladesh has successfully implemented Directly Observed Treatment, short-course (DOTS), the WHO advocated tuberculosis (TB) control strategy since 1993. Since then, impressive case detection and cure rates were recorded under DOTS. However, from 2006 onwards, case notification became stagnant and even started to show a declining trend.\textsuperscript{1,2} It is likely that a substantial number of cases are not notified under the National Tuberculosis Programme (NTP), and are probably getting treatment from the private sector or not receiving care at all.\textsuperscript{3,5}

The current TB control strategy is based, amongst others, on passive case detection, which is influenced by many health system and patient factors. A patient’s knowledge on TB symptoms, their presence and severity influence on the intention of care seeking.\textsuperscript{6,7} Similarly, availability and access to anti-TB services, and providers’ behaviour also influence care seeking practices and outcomes.\textsuperscript{8,9} Care seeking, therefore is an important determinant that influences not only the individual’s disease status and its prognosis, but also reflects on the epidemiology of TB in a community.

Care givers play a crucial role in the care seeking pathway of individuals with symptoms of tuberculosis. In Bangladesh, health care services are provided by formal and informal providers. Within the organization of TB control in Bangladesh, formal providers are licensed medical practitioners (public or private) who graduated from a medical college, or health workers (public or through Non-governmental Organizations) approved by the NTP, who received training to suspect, examine and refer TB cases to initiate TB treatment at DOTS centres.

Informal providers are non-qualified private practitioners who are not licensed or did not receive any formal training (e.g., village doctors, paramedics and pharmacy persons).\textsuperscript{10,11} However, the NTP acknowledges the important role of private sector providers, including informal providers, and urged involve them to achieve TB control objectives through a systematic public-private mix approach.

Informal providers comprise 95% of the total health workers of Bangladesh. They are frequently the point of first care for TB and other chronic conditions due to many conditions including ease of access to their services.\textsuperscript{4,12-15} However, case management within the informal sector remains unpredictable, and outcomes are hardly ever known.\textsuperscript{13,16,17}
With freely available DOTS services throughout the country, it was expected that all persons irrespective of socioeconomic status would access and utilize this service. However, recent findings of the national TB prevalence survey 2007-2009 of Bangladesh revealed that only 9% of actively identified TB cases were known to the NTP, indicating that the others were remaining in the community either without treatment or getting treatment from elsewhere. The same survey showed that care utilisation from DOTS centres was mostly from higher socio economic position (SEP), while prevalent TB cases were mainly seen on the lower SEP strata. SEP was assessed by validated asset items for households and the actively identified cases from survey were compared with passively detected cases under NTP over the identical SEP quartiles. Among the actively detected cases 75.8% were from lower two quartiles, while among the passive TB cases more than half, 57.1%, were from the uppermost two quartiles, 40.8% from the second quartile and 2.1% from the lowest quartile of the population. This distribution did not change after adjustments for other factors or interactions among them. These findings indicate that availability of a service does not ensure its utilisation, as has also been observed in other sectors.

With inadequate, or absence of, initial care of TB cases fueling further transmission of the disease in the general population, it is important to understand the care seeking pathway of the persons with TB symptoms with respect to where care is initiated, and what action is taken by the care provider at the presentation of an individual with chronic cough (as a strong marker for possible TB). The course of the disease is probably much determined at the point of first contact and in the subsequent points.

In this study, we interviewed TB cases detected actively in a national TB prevalence survey, and cases detected passively under routine programme conditions. The objective was to explore their care seeking behavior up to four subsequent points of taking care. The study will identify areas to target by NTP for improved implementation of its activities to increase case finding and appropriate care.

Methods and materials

Setting and Study population

The study was embedded within the national TB prevalence survey that Bangladesh carried out throughout the country during 2007-2009. This was a cross-sectional survey which included 40 randomly selected clusters. Subdistricts were the
primary sampling units which were selected proportional to population size. Nearly 52,000 adults (≥ 15 years) were included for sputum examination and 33 new smear positive TB cases were identified. For this analysis, we interviewed all these 33 actively detected cases and included 6 controls per cluster. The controls were the most recent passively detected cases under treatment from the TB registers of each of the 40 clusters’ DOTS centres. All the cases were new smear positive pulmonary TB cases, and were diagnosed by direct sputum smear microscopy as per NTP guidelines. The detail of methodology is described elsewhere.18

Data collection

Data were collected by interviewing all detected survey cases at their households. A standard questionnaire was administered by trained survey coordinators immediately after the diagnosis of a case in the survey. The initial questionnaire was translated into Bangla, pretested, and revised to incorporate review comments from users and experts. The survey coordinators received 1 week’s training at the Dhaka project office. The training included a thorough understanding of the components of the questionnaire and interview techniques to obtain reliable answers. The particulars of the 240 NTP cases were obtained from the TB register at the cluster-specific DOTS centre, after which the persons were visited at their home for an interview. Informed written consent was taken from all participants. All completed questionnaires were checked for completeness and appropriateness by a supervisor, who also reinterviewed a number of cases from randomly selected clusters for cross checking.

Measurements

The interviews provided information on the demographics and symptom profile of the cases, SEP, care utilisation pattern and services received at each point of care visited. The demographic data included age, sex, place of residence, levels of education and occupation. SEP was assessed by asset estimation.19 The symptom profile recorded the symptoms presented at first care seeking. The care seeking data provided information on where care was sought, in what order and what measures were taken by the providers at each point. The detail of socioeconomic data collection is described elsewhere.5

Statistical approach

Data were analyzed using the statistical package Stata 12.0 (Stata Corp., U.S.A.). The initial general description provides the characteristics of the study population. Age,
education, occupation and symptoms variables were presented in natural subgroups. Asset estimation was based on a set of assets that the household possessed and a weight was allocated to each asset generated through a principal component analysis. We included items and methods as standardized and followed by the Bangladesh Demographic and Health Survey 2001. The SEP of the study population was divided into quartiles. Care seeking from the first to fourth subsequent points was explored. The types of providers were categorized as formal or informal as described earlier. We added a group as ‘self care’ to denote the use of any treatment obtained outside the formal or informal health sector (eg, home remedies, self medication).

Measures taken at each point of care seeking were grouped in four categories. These were only words of advice offered, investigations ordered and medications given or referred for further investigations. The care seeking and actions taken were reported by the patients at the interview. We did not verify them either by checking prescription or by any other methods. We focused our analysis on the care seeking patterns of those cases who initiated their care seeking trajectory at the informal care sector.

**Results**

A total of 273 TB cases were included in this study, of which 33 (12%) were detected during survey and 240 (88.0%) from the TB registers. Among the participants, 120 (43.9%) were under 34 years of age, and 176 (64.5%) were men. Participants were almost equally from rural and urban areas. More than 50% of the cases presented with more than five symptoms. Most of the participants had cough, including 81.3% for 15 days or more (Table 1). Among those, the mean delay from onset of symptoms to seek any care from any provider was 31 days, which was 20 days for survey cases and 33 days for the NTP cases under NTP (not shown).
Table 1: Sociodemographic characteristics of the actively detected survey cases and passively detected NTP cases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>All N(273)</th>
<th>Survey cases n(33)</th>
<th>NTP cases n(240)</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age in years</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15-34</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>43.9</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>46.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35-54</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>31.9</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>31.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55+</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>22.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sex</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>64.5</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>63.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>35.5</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>36.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Residence</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rural</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>51.3</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>50.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>48.7</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>50.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Education</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>26.0</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>23.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-5</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>26.0</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>27.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-10</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>24.9</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>25.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10+</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>23.1</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>24.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Occupation</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture based</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>13.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily wages</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>22.3</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>31.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales and services</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>28.2</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>45.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>9.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Asset Quartiles</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st (Lowest)</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>40.6</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>41.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>41.4</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>45.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4th</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>12.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Presence of cough</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>226</td>
<td>82.8</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>82.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>17.2</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>17.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Duration of cough</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than 14 days</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>18.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥ 15 days</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>81.3</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>81.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Number of symptoms</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≤ 2</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>16.1</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>16.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-4</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>29.0</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>29.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5+</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>54.9</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>53.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Among the 240 cases detected passively under NTP, 118 (49.1%) sought initial care from informal providers, 106 (44.2%) from formal providers, and 16 (6.7%) used self-care. All of the 33 actively detected cases had initial ‘self care’ and together with the 16 passively detected cases, the proportion of ‘self care’ at the first point of care was 49 (17.9%) among all cases (Figure 1). Out of the 118 passively detected NTP cases with initial care from the informal sector, 52 (44.1%) remained in the informal sector, while 61 (51.7%) switched to a formal provider for care at the second point care. Again, among the 52 who remained in the informal care sector, at the third point of care 32 (61.5%) migrated to the formal care sector, while 17 (32.7%) remained in the informal sector. The proportion of patients who remained in the informal care sector up to the fourth point care was five (29.4%) of those starting their health seeking behavior in the informal sector (Figure 1). Among the 16 (6.7%) NTP cases who reported self-care as their initial strategy, ultimately four (25.0%) remained in this stage up to the fourth point of care, three (18.8 %) moved to the informal sector and nine (56.2%) subsequently migrated to the formal care sector. Among the active detected cases, all of whom had self-care as the initial strategy, 27 (81.8%) remained at this stage before being detected by the survey. Among the remaining six, three shifted to the formal sector at the second point of care, while the other three switched between informal and formal providers in the subsequent points of care (Not shown).

Fig. 1: Care seeking at different points of care
We looked into measures taken at each point of care by the formal and informal providers. In the formal care sector, the primary action was to prescribe drugs at each point of care starting with 79 (74.5%) at the first point, 43 (70.5%) at the second point, 19 (59.4%) at the third point and 10 (91%) at the fourth point of care. Ordering diagnostic investigations varied from 19 (17.9%) at the first point of care, to 14 (22.9%) at the second, 10 (31.2%) at the third, and 1 (9%) at the fourth point of care. Referral for further investigation was seldom done (0-2%). The informal providers, on the other hand, prescribed drugs in 80-99% of the encounters, and seldom ordered diagnostic investigations or referred the individual for further investigations at any of the four points of care (Figure 2).

The reasons for not seeking care at all were available only from the 33 survey cases. The major reasons were not considering symptoms serious enough, and monetary constraints.

**Discussion**

Our study showed that most of the initial care seeking by passively identified TB cases happened at the informal sector or was limited to self-care. At each following round of care seeking a third to a half remained in the informal care sector. Among
the actively detected cases, more than 80% remained in the self-care sector up to the time of their identification by the survey. Case management in the informal sector was restricted to prescribing any medications, with non-existence of any diagnostic investigations or referrals.

Preference for informal providers as an initial place of care has been reported from Bangladesh and elsewhere.\textsuperscript{3-5,9,12} In chronic conditions where symptom onset is slow and insidious like tuberculosis, people usually consult with an informal provider available at hand or consume over the counter drugs. This behavior can cause a marked delay in starting appropriate TB medication, given the fact that TB medication in line with the NP guideline is seldom present in the informal health sector. This has been observed in earlier studies from Bangladesh.\textsuperscript{4} Our study adds the important finding that this preference of the informal sector persists throughout the care seeking trajectory. The lack of (referral for) diagnostic investigation can cause additional systems delay (between care seeking and starting appropriate treatment). An earlier study reported that this type of delay could be more than 10 weeks.\textsuperscript{4} Delay to reach appropriate care and treatment impacts on the course of the disease and may result in unfavorable outcomes and ongoing transmission.\textsuperscript{22} From a programmatic point of view, this situation leads to a marked under reporting of TB cases.

Care seeking from the informal sector is not limited to TB only, but is rather a common feature for all chronic conditions in Bangladesh.\textsuperscript{15,23} It is suggested that the presence of huge numbers of informal providers in rural and urban areas, their easy accessibility due to reduced cost and minimal levels of stigma when attending such providers encourage people to seek care from this sector first.\textsuperscript{15,23,24} A good portion of them are simple drug sellers providing drugs without further diagnostic procedures.\textsuperscript{12} This easy access to informal providers stimulates “shopping for care”, when care is sought form informal providers subsequently one after one, as observed in our study. In Malawi, care seeking among patients with TB noted that multiple contacts in the range of 1-15 were made before the diagnosis.\textsuperscript{25} Similarly, in Vietnam, patients made on average 1.3 contacts and 2.5 visits per provider before getting appropriate TB services, even though the size private sector was very small.\textsuperscript{26}

We observed that the case management was not altogether different in the formal and informal sector with respect to prescribing drugs. However, unlike in the formal sector, there was almost a complete absence of diagnostic procedures and referrals in the informal sector. We need to carefully interpret these findings as we
do not have information on what drugs were prescribed by the providers. Retrospective recording of actual drugs through patient interviews is difficult and in most cases unreliable. In Bangladesh, fixed dose combination (FDC) anti-TB drugs are almost exclusively available at DOTS centres. This implies that medication provided through the informal sector is unlikely to be adequate for the management of TB. However, formal providers can manage TB cases outside the context of DOTS centers. As such, mismanagement of TB can also occur in the formal sector, given the low occurrence of diagnostic investigations.

A study in Malawi provided insight into the type of medication provided to individuals with TB symptoms but without a formal diagnosis. The authors reported that 61% of cases had been treated with antibiotics like co-trimoxazole, doxycycline, and penicillin.

NTP also recognizes the absence of standard practices in the private sector and the lack of sufficient interaction and formal linkages between NTP and these private sector providers. The lessons learnt from studies aimed at establishing connections between formal and informal healthcare providers remain unexplored. Our study indicates that despite the country coverage by DOTS, and public-private-partnership activities undertaken by the NTP, the impact did not result in reducing the disconnect between NTP and the informal health sector. In a recent attempt to improve the situation, NTP in partnership with icddr,b and US Agency for International Development (USAID) is implementing a “Translating research into action (TRAction)” project to test different implementation strategies, with a clear role for the informal providers. This current study suggests that an attempt is timely and needed.

One of the potential limitations of the study is the potential for minor selection bias. Although all participants were randomly selected, the selection of clusters was not stratified by urban/rural setting. The study sample therefore does not fully represent 70% of the rural population in Bangladesh. There was also a slight over-representation of men. However, the national case notification is more or less static at 3:1 male to female since the inception of DOTS in 1993. The strengths of the study are that the cases were interviewed at home by trained research coordinators providing an enabling study setting. We explored the care seeking of actively and passively detected cases which would cover care seeking from a wider perspective of two different kinds of cases, one who is probably in the early phase of the disease process and the other probably in a more advanced condition. Moreover, we have
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covered the care seeking up to the fourth point of care, which is expected to give a more comprehensive picture of the care seeking by the TB cases in Bangladesh.

In conclusion, it can be said that most of the initial care seeking by different types of TB cases was sought from informal providers or was limited to self-care, and that a large proportion of these cases remained in the informal sector during subsequent care seeking. It is imperative that the NTP should immediately take the initiative to engage all types of care providers, particularly the informal providers. It is also necessary to strengthen the ongoing advocacy communication and social mobilization activities to increase awareness on key TB symptoms, availability of diagnosis and free treatment in an attempt to stimulate appropriate care seeking, and to prevent unnecessary delay in TB case management.
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